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                                        Optimize clinician workflow and patient care, at every point

Omnicell’s Point of Care clinical workflow technology optimizes medication management, patient care, and pharmacy performance so clinicians can spend more time focused on patients.

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

        

    

    
            
                
                    
                        
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                

                                

                            

                            As care providers, you can't afford to waste time or make mistakes. Success depends on having intelligent tools, time, and safeguards wherever you serve patients face-to-face. That's where point of care medication dispensing technology comes in.

It’s part of our broad portfolio of medication management automation enhanced by data intelligence to help clinicians shift away from manual, error-prone administrative tasks.

When clinicians have optimal workflows and medications are completely secured and readily available, they have more time for bedside care—a key goal of the Autonomous Pharmacy.

                        

                    

                    
                                
                                    
                                

                    

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                    

                    
                        
                                    
                                            
                    Eliminate nurse countbacks with the Controlled Substance Dispenser for greater efficiency and inventory accuracy.
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                                Empowering clinicians with smart dispensing and supply automation

                            

                            
                                
                                    Having immediate, secure access to what patients need takes precedence at the point of care.  

Omnicell’s automated medication dispensing system and supply automation products provide a comprehensive, end-to-end solution for managing the supply chain. Our medication automation systems empower health systems to improve inventory management, strengthen regulatory compliance, and heighten patient safety. 

We continually develop new ways to streamline medication workflows and close gaps in safety through our award-winning Point of Care medication automation systems.
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            High Capacity

                    Automated dispensing cabinets with highest capacity on the market to maximize storage capability and medication availability.
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                    Integration with our Intelligence solutions supports improved inventory and diversion management
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                    Modular hardware design that can be reconfigured in the field offers maximum adaptability to meet ever-changing needs.
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                    Biannual software updates improve workflows, maintain compliance, and enhance safety.
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                                                Keep inventory as lean as possible while ensuring the supplies needed for optimal patient care are always on hand.
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                                                Store, track, and secure operating room anesthetic medications and supplies with easy-access, yet tightly controlled security.
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                        "The new XT Series benefits us both on the nursing and pharmacy sides. The screen response time is much faster than the previous generation cabinets, which allows us to give time back to the staff for patient care."

                        John M. Rossi, PharmD, BCPS, MBA Director, Department of Pharmacy, Mount Nittany Medical Center

                        
                    

                

            

        

    



    
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Remove workflow steps with interoperable technology

                            

                            
                                
                                    Workflows that involve too many steps introduce opportunities for inefficiency and error and reduce clinician satisfaction and patient safety.

Omnicell Point of Care solutions combine advanced technology with data from electronic health records. This integration between our systems and Epic, Cerner, and Siemens EHR systems removes redundant steps from the medication administration process, helping to free up time for patient-centered activities and increase safety. 
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                    Queue medications remotely, eliminating lines during busy med pass times.

                
            		

        

    

    
                    Reduce missing med searches and optimize patient safety checks by managing patient-specific and home medications directly at the cabinet.

                
            		

        

    

                            

                            
    
                    Document medication waste remotely instead of tying up the cabinet.

                
            		

        

    

    
                    Automate identification of variances between medication dispense, waste, return, and administrations to eliminate time-consuming manual processes.
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                                                Direct integration between our medication dispensing system and the Cerner EHR improves the way you manage medications.
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                                                Direct integration between our medication dispensing system and the Epic EHR improves the way you manage medications.
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                                Gain better control of controlled substances

                            

                            
                                
                                    Tracking every controlled substance dose is a monumental yet essential task. Drug diversion incidents put patients at risk and can damage the healthcare system’s reputation. Omnicell builds in safeguards for controlled substances across our medication management portfolio.

XT Automated Dispensing Cabinets are available with a unique controlled substance dispenser that dispenses one dose at a time. It eliminates time-consuming narcotic countbacks and associated discrepancies that tie up nurses and pharmacy alike.

To further strengthen controlled substance stewardship, our system integrates with other solutions across the Omnicell portfolio:



	A controlled substance manager that shares a database with XT cabinets
	An intelligence solution with pharmacy data analytics and tools to optimize medication inventory
	An anesthesia cart providing secure medication dispensing for operating rooms and procedure areas
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                            Intelligent, data-driven inventory optimization and diversion mitigation

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Does your medication dispensing system have intelligence built in that gives you a clearer picture of inventory issues and how to solve them?

The data-driven engine behind our cabinets helps clinicians deliver the safest, most efficient care possible.

Omnicell Essentials pulls actionable data from our XT ADC and other devices on our OmniCenter® platform. The Essentials dashboard, available with XT cabinets, shines a light on potential medication inventory and diversion issues.

                        

    
            
                

                

                

            

    

                    


                    
    
            Lower Diversion Risk

                    Identify potential diversion activity on nursing floors and in the OR environment to reduce risk for patients and staff.

                
            		

        

    

    
            Reduce Cost

                    Identify cost-saving opportunities through data insights that suggest inventory management tactics for specific medications.

                
            		

        

    

                    

                    
    
            Smart Inventory Optimization

                    Gain visibility into expiring medications with intelligent recommendations on what to move where to optimize inventory.

                
            		

        

    

    
            Maintain Uptime

                    Our advanced cabinet technology monitors its own operational data to provide insights about potential mechanical issues or failures, reducing risk of downtime.
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                                            Predictive analytics and actionable insights powered by Omnicell healthcare data scientists and clinical experts to help guide pharmacy optimization and improve business performance.
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                                                Learn how the XT Anesthesia Workstation is an end-to-end solution that delivers effective oversite of controlled substances for pharmacy and convenience for anesthesia providers.
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                                             XT Cabinets - ADC Efficiency By the Numbers

                                        


                                    
                                                Learn about several unique ways Omnicell XT Automated Dispensing Cabinets create safer, more efficient medication workflow.
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                                            Explore a variety of informative materials to inspire your journey to an autonomous pharmacy 
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                                             Why Automation in the OR Is Critical to Safe Medication Management

                                        

                                        
                                                
                                        


                                    
                                                Join us for a lively discussion on the challenges of medication management in the OR and the benefits of ADCs in supporting clinician workflow.
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